**OPEN EXETER: KEY OUTPUTS AND SUSTAINABILITY PLANS**

### Key Outputs

**RDM Website**
- Online guidance for PGRs and researchers
- Mirrored in Research Toolkit

**Embedded Training**
- Researcher Development Programme for PGRs/ECRs
- Inductions for PGRs
- PGR Supervision Course
- Holistic Librarian/23 Things
- College/Discipline-specific training for PGRs/researchers
- DMP training sessions
- Training for research support staff

http://ex.ac.uk/rdmtraining

**Institutional Repository**
- Merged repository for research data and research papers
- Globus solution for large data upload
- Workflows for deposit
- Linking data with papers

**RDM Guidance**
- DMP advice service
- Guidance for developing local RDM policy and guidelines
- Face-to-face RDM guidance
- Guidance documents
- Online training materials

**Staffing**
- Proposal for permanent staff: Library/RKT post
- Library role (RDM and OA)
- 2 IT posts
- If proposal not successful, plans for reduced RDM service; training delivered through Subject Librarians

http://ex.ac.uk/ore

**Policy Implementation**
- Implementation of research data policy from October 2013
- Research data check integrated in PGR submission workflow
- Recommendation report for implementation by Policy Task and Finish Group includes review of recommendations in October 2013

**Institutional RDM Policy**
- PGR policy approved
- Researcher policy sent for approval by Senate in March 2013
- Completed research data should be deposited on OA when appropriate

http://ex.ac.uk/ore

**Costs**
- Long-term costs of infrastructure factored into Exeter IT budget
- Growth costs still need to be addressed (staffing/service/storage)

**Infrastructure**
- Regular review of long-term storage needs
- Possible review of storage facilities for live data
- Joint Library, RKT, Exeter IT led sustainability group

**EPSRC Roadmap**
- Live published document
- Regular revision, updating and implementation to meet expectations by May 2015
- Responsibilities lie with Library, RKT, Exeter IT

**Engagement**
- Advocacy and communications planned around RDM services if staffing proposal successful
- Marketing campaign planned around depositing research data on ORE once deposit solution has been fully tested
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